


Showcasing the Sport
Bowlers Journal International is the oldest monthly sports publication in 
the world, and its editors and contributors collectively have earned more 
national writing awards than any other bowling publication.

Each year, BJI offers 12 issues packed with. . .

Instructional Tips and Features

Ball Reviews

Event Coverage

Interviews

Bowling History

Personality Profiles

Monthly Columnists

Human Interest Features

Tech and Accessory Reviews

Nutritional Tips

98% 
of readers responded positively when 
asked if BJI Magazine meets their needs.

84%  
of readers rate the quality of the 
magazine high, or very high.
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Our Readers
Readers of Bowlers Journal International subscribe 
out of a fanatical passion for the sport. They are 
loyal tournament and league bowlers who love 
gleaning tips from the magazine to improve their 
games and staying up to date on the latest equipment, 
accessories, stories and news.

75% of our readers have been a member of USBC 
for over 20 years.

91% of our readers are in, or plan to bowl in, one 
or more leagues.

83% of our readers compete in one or more 
tournaments a year.

Bowlers Journal International subscribers largely are 
older, educated males who invest both their time 
and their money into the sport. Their relationship 
with the sport tends to be a longstanding and 
enduring one.

83% of our readers are over 50 yrs old.  

89% of BJI Readers are male and 11% are female.

78% have attended college, 13% have advanced 
degrees.

62% do not work in the bowling industry.

40% of our readers have incomes of over 75K.

45% are retired.

69% are married.

BJI AT A GLANCE 

58% of our subscribers keep a 
collection of their past issues.

37% of our readers share their 
issues of BJI with a friend.

*based on 2023 print orders and     
  2024 projections.

ABOUT BJI
Our team of writers comprises 
decades of experience in the 
sport, unparalleled historical 
knowledge, and many dozens 
of International Bowling Media 
Association writing awards.

THE BJI MISSION
Our goal is to honor the sport 
of bowling through great 
storytelling, impactful teaching 
that yields results, and celebration 
of the sport’s history. 

18,000
20,000

Paid
Distribution*

Total
Distribution*
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Mixer

8  Class Acts
Kerry Smith snags PWBA Regional 
Showdown.

10  Above Average
Jordan Richard sets national mark.

16  Conversation
Educator Glenn Gerstner talks about 
bowling and his book on Andy Varipapa.

18  Action
Youth stars gobble up Barnes event; Senior 
Shootout produces a trio of winners.

Lessons

22  Drill Bits
Bouncing back from injury; Rethinking 
your 5-pin plan.

26  Training Camp
Keeping your arm and feet in synch.

30  No Holes Barred
Rebuild your arsenal with new offerings.

The Back End

66  Yesteryear
Settling the argument for a world champion.

68  Spare Me
Chrisman’s lessons. 

More

4  From the Editor
by Gianmarc Manzione

6  The Big Picture

12  The One Board
by Jef Goodger

14  Generation Next
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Features

36  Higher Education
BowlU takes a different approach to the sport, 
making believers of top bowlers.

40  Seeing Is Believing
A look into the quirky curriculum at BowlU, 
where challenging convention is the norm.

44             Four to Watch
Our picks for players ready to make their marks 
in 2024.

52  Major League
The expansion of the PBA Elite League for 2024 
includes season-long competition and plenty of  
prime-time visibility.

58  Back in Action  
North Carolina A&T star Lauren Tomaszewski has 
pushed through physical challenges to become a 
two-time All-American.

The Sheet

On the Cover
Baking shares time with Junior Gold champ Larielle 
Tharps’ bowling ambitions, creating a tasty duo.

photography

Simone Amaduzzi
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Hook 
Potential

Balls with higher breakpoint shape ratings have the potential to react more quickly & angularly when encountering 
friction areas on the lane. Balls with medium to lower breakpoint shape ratings tend to react more evenly & slowly when 
encountering friction areas on the lane.  
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THE BJI BALL CHART/BALL REVIEWS

METHODOLOGY
The Bowlers Journal International Ball Motion Potential chart 

is designed to help bowlers understand which lane conditions are 
best suited for the most recently introduced bowling balls in the 
marketplace. Placement positions on the chart are based on the 
“out of box” surface from the manufacturer. Surface adjustments 
can impact a ball’s performance and, thus, its position on the chart.

The chart’s horizontal axis displays a ball’s approximate total hook 
in the presence of oil. While some coverstocks may have similar 
maximum, dry lane, or coefficient-of-friction measurements, their 
ability to traction in oil can vary significantly.

Balls with minimal hook potential are placed on the far left side of 
the chart. Balls offering a moderate degree of hook are placed in the 
chart’s middle section. Balls with the greatest hook potential in heavy 
oil are placed on the right side of the chart.

The chart’s vertical axis displays a ball’s breakpoint shape. Balls 
offering more skip/snap reaction are placed higher on the chart. Balls 
offering a smoother, more arcing motion are placed lower on the chart.

Chart placements are based on testing by BJI ball reviewer Vernon 
Peterson, selected bowlers with varying release styles, C.A.T.S. results, 
PBA player input, and discussions with ball company representatives.

HOOK POTENTIAL
35-45: Balls with lower total hook ranges, best suited for lighter 

oil concentrations. Players with slower speeds or higher rev rates 
may also prefer balls in this range for medium oil applications.

45-51: Balls with medium hook ability, best suited for the vast 
majority of “typical house shots” and some lower-volume Sport 
patterns. This hook range should be represented by the “centerpiece” 
ball in most arsenals.

51-60+: Balls with greater total hook, designed for heavier oil 
volumes. Players with higher speeds or lower rev rates, who need 
added lane traction, may also prefer balls in this range.

LENGTH RATINGS
8-12: Earlier rolling balls that read the lane sooner. These 

products generally come factory-sanded with lower grit surfaces, 
and match up well with speed-dominant styles and those bowling 
on longer patterns.

12-15: Medium-length balls that produce easier length through the 
midlane. Good for most house shots and medium-volume Sport patterns.

15-19+: Balls offering extra length for those bowling on lighter 
oil concentrations. Also beneficial for slower speed players, or those 
with higher rev rates needing added push downlane.

BREAKPOINT SHAPE
10-13: Slower-response balls that read the friction areas more 

gradually. This range may include balls with a urethane or mild 
reactive cover, designed for a smooth arc to the pocket. Can also help 
those with higher rev rates control motion and match up well from 
outside angles of attack.

13-15: Balls rated for slightly stronger and quicker reactions when 
encountering friction areas (as when the ball leaves the oil pattern). 
This range offers a balance of control and back-end angularity.

15-18+: Balls that respond more quickly and aggressively to 
friction areas. This range can help those with less hand action create 
more angularity near the pocket. Also preferred when playing deeper 
inside angles, which generally require more entry angle for above-
average pin carry.

BALL REVIEWS
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THIS MONTH’S HARVEST of new bowling balls yields eight 
possibilities for finding your way into your Valentine’s heart with 
the gift of a new piece for their arsenal. We have some new versions 
of old favorites, while 900 Global has taken their hook level to new 
heights. With that — as well as a hearty congratulations to all 2024 
Team USA members who emerged at last month’s Team USA Trials 
— let’s talk some shop… 

THE  TESTING: Stephen DeLong and I threw each ball more than 
25 times on two patterns: Stone Street, which is similar to what 
most readers face when bowling in league, and BJ, a modified ver-
sion of the 2019 USBC Open Championships team-event pattern 
with more volume, but still falling within the “sport” category. 
DeLong bowled with Webber International in college, helping that 
storied squad to two national-television appearances along the 
way. The two-hander works as a coach at Kegel Training Center. 
DeLong’s PAP is 5 7/8 over and 3/8 up with an RPM of 450 and a 
launch speed of 18.5 mph. His testing layout is 50 x 5 x 35. I used 
the same strong layout I have used for all balls reviewed in this 
column, but it now has a dual angle of 50/4/35 (4 x 3 x 2.5 in the 
VLS system). My axis point has evolved to 3 ¾ over and 5/8 up. 

A Great 
Eight for 
Valentine’s 
Day

by VERNON PETERSON

NO HOLES 
BARRED
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JANUARY 2024
ABS Nanodescu Accu Drive III 57 / 15
DV8 Violent Collision 58 / 15.5
Motiv Crimson Jackal 57.5 / 17
Radical Zig Zag 58.5 / 15.5
Storm Summit Peak 57 / 15.5
Storm Absolute Power 63.5 / 15
Track Theorem 58.5 / 15.5

DECEMBER 2023
900 Global Sublime 57.5 / 15.5 
C300 Piranha Powercor 63.5 / 14 
Ebonite Big Time  64.75 / 14.5 
Hammer Hazmat  57 / 15.5 
Hammer Nu Blue Hammer 58 / 13.5 
Motiv Raptor Fury  64.75 / 14.5 
Roto Grip TNT Infused 59 / 17 
Storm IQ 78U   55 / 13.5 
Swag Big Bro Top Dog 60 / 16

NOVEMBER 2023
Radical Hitter 62 / 15
Radical Deadly Rattler 58 / 16.5 
Storm Journey 59 / 16
Roto Grip Magic Gem 63 / 15
Swag Archive 58 / 15.5
Motiv Nuclear Forge 59.5 / 16
Brunswick Ethos 62 / 15.5
Brunswick Perfect Mindset 62.5 / 15
DV8 Verge Hybrid 57 / 15.5
Track Sensor Solid 61 / 15

1. Ebonite Emerge Hybrid  
2. DV8 Troublemaker  
3. Hammer Black Widow  
4. Hammer Scorpion Low Flare  
5. 900 Global Harsh Reality   
6. 900 Global Tour Xponent Pearl 
7. Roto Grip Attention Star  
8. Radical Breakaway 

FEBRUARY 2024

RECENTLY REVIEWED

A KANSAS 
CLASSIC
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The son of a legend and a feisty veteran thrill 
crowd at PBA Players Championship in Wichita.

by JILL WINTERS AND GIANMARC MANZIONE

There will come a moment on this mid-winter day at 
Bowlero Northrock in Wichita, Kansas, when Chris 
Barnes will tell PBA sideline reporter Kimberly Pressler 

a little something about the energy the town he knows so well 
brings to any PBA Tour event that passes through here. 

“There are so few home games in bowling, and, I’ll tell you 
what, Wichita is one of the greatest places in the world for bowl-
ing,” said the 19-time PBA Tour champion and Triple Crown 
winner. Compelling the teary-eyed Barnes’ observation in that 
moment will be the pandemonium brought to the center by three 
rows of his son Ryan’s teammates at dad’s alma mater, Wichita 
State University, where the 53-year-old was the 1991-1992 Colle-
giate Bowler of the Year and a First-Team All-American twice. 

Dad will have just watched 21-year-old WSU senior Ryan 
nearly steal the show at the 2024 PBA Players Championship 
from eventual victor Bill O’Neill, who defeated Ryan in the 
semifinal, 215-205, to move on and roll top-seed Tom Small-
wood, 209-178, on Jan. 15 for $100,000 and his third career 
major title. And he will have watched it alongside those 
rioting teammates, every one of them glowing in the yellow-
and-gold school colors of the Shockers with men’s head coach 
and three-time PBA Tour champion Rick Steelsmith smilingly 
taking it all in along with them in the bleachers. Mark Lewis, 
Director of Shocker Bowling, and women’s head coach Holly 
Harris also joined them. 

Play-by-play man John Fanta, there to call the strikes and 
spares on FOX alongside longtime color analyst Randy Pedersen, 
did not just shout over the din for effect. He had to do so to be 
heard, so boisterous was the energy the crowd Fanta described 
as “capacity” brought to the center come airtime. 
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A KANSAS CLASSIC

Home Turf
If ever there were a “home field advantage” in bowling, 
that place was Bowlero Northrock for Ryan Barnes.

The Sheet, January 2024

Ball Review, February 2024

A Kansas Calssic Feature, March 2024



BJI readers are 
influenced by 
your ads!
Among the purchases generated by our readers’ 
engagement with ads they encounter in Bowlers 
Journal International, our BJI readership survey 
indicates that these tend to be the most common.

Balls 93%

Cleaners 51%

Bags 29%

Polishes 26%

Grips 24%

Shirts 23%

Wipes/Towels 19%

Wrist Devices 17%

Most of our subscribers keep a collection of their 
past issues and 37% report that they share their 
issues of BJI with a friend. We have a print and 
digital version of the magazine which means 
readers have options when getting their bowling 
information.
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Maximum 
Exposure
As the bowling industry’s premier monthly 
consumer magazine, Bowlers Journal International’s 
editorial team approaches each year with a number 
of set events and issue themes planned. However, 
the magazine’s editorial approach always remains 
nimble enough to pivot whenever fascinating figures, 
stories or events emerge. 

Here is a look at a typical year of BJI content.*

January: Year in Review
February: Players to Watch
March: Coaching/Instructional Issue
April: U.S. Open Championship Recap
May: USBC Intercollegiate Team Championships
June: U.S. Women's Open and Queens Results
July: Pre-Season League Prep Instruction Issue
August: BJI All-American Teams
September: USBC Open/Women's Championships
October: College Preview
November: Pro-Tours Season in review
December: Tech & Gear Christmas Gift Ideas

*subject to change

Important Dates

Month Ad Space Reserve Date Ad Due Date
January December 6 December 12 

February January 5 January 12 

March February 5 February 12

April March 5 March 12

May April 5 April 12

June May 3 May 10

July June 3 June 10

August July 2 July 10

September August 2 August 9

October September 3 September 10

November October 4 October 11

December November 4 November 11
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The Bowlers Journal Podcast, founded and hosted 
by Bowlers Journal International Editor Gianmarc 
Manzione, is the bowling industry’s go-to place for 
engaging, insightful commentary with everyone from 
the sport’s biggest names to its up-and-coming stars 
and everyone in between.

New episodes are always in production, and our 
readers tune in to hear about all things bowling. 
This reinforces the BJI brand and encourages new 
subscribers. 

Social Media
BJI also engages its followers on Instagram, Facebook 
and X (formally Twitter), offering real-time, behind-
the-scenes reporting from major events, previewing 
upcoming issues, delivering breaking news and more.

12,000+ Facebook
Followers

11,000+ X (formally Twitter)
Followers

3,000+ Instagram
Followers
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Display Ads

Ad Size 1x 6x 12x 24x 36x

Full Page $1,800 $1,700 $1,600 $1,400 $1,200

Spread $2,880 $2,680 $2,580 $2,180 $1,880

2/3 Page $1,188 $1,088 $1,088 $888 $788

1/2 Page $900 $800 $800 $700 $600

Special Positions

Covers 1x 6x 12x 24x 36x

Inside Back $1,920 $1,820 $1,720 $1,420 $1,220

Page One $1,980 $1,880 $1,780 $1,480 $1,280

Inside Cover $2,040 $1,940 $1,840 $1,540 $1,340

Back Cover $2,160 $2,060 $1,860 $1,660 $1,360

Marketplace

Description Size Rate

(A) Half Horizontal 7" W by 4.875" H $750

(B) Standard Quarter 3.375" W by 4.875" H $500

(C) Medium Box 3.375" W by 3.375" H $375

(D) Business Card 3.375" W by 2.25" H $275

(E) Small Box 2.25" W by 2.25" H $175

To secure advertising space in Bowlers Journal, or if 
you have any questions about advertising opportunities, 
please contact Client Services.

Client Services
Phone: 817.385.8210
ClientServices@bowl.com

BOWLERS JOURNAL DISPLAY ADVERTISING
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2/3 VERTICALD
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BOWLERS JOURNAL DISPLAY ADVERTISING

SIZE:

4.5”w x 10”h

L IVE  AREA:

7”w x 10”h

TRIM S IZE :

8”w x 10.75”h

BLEED S IZE :

8.25”w x 11”h

SIZE :

7”w x 4.875”h
SIZE :

3.25”w x 10”h

ALL PUBLICATIONS
MECHANICAL PROBLEMS

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT A COLOR  
PROOF ACCOMPANY COLOR MATERIAL.

Publisher assumes no responsibility for color if 
Matchprints are not furnished.

A laser printout is required for ads. Faxed printouts for 
emailed or posted ads are acceptable.

Publisher reserves the right to reject any advertisement 
which is not in keeping with the publication’s standards.

In the event of late materials for a scheduled ad, 
publisher reserves the right to run the company’s 
previous ad. 

All advertising that bleeds off the page must have 
a 1/8-inch (.125”) bleed on all sides. Note: to run 
a fractional that bleeds off the page, please call 
for further specifications and sizes.

Publisher reserves the right to re-size, rebuild or otherwise 
reproduce any ad that is not to size, or that does not 
meet specifications. Ads created or corrected by Luby 
Publishing are subject to applicable production charges 
at the publisher’s current rates: $125 per hour. Two-hour 
($250) minimum. These charges are non-commissionable.

DIGITAL SPECIFICATIONS
We accept files from all major Mac and PC creative 
applications, including: Quark, Adobe Illustrator, 
Photoshop and InDesign. We also accept PDFx1-a print-
ready PDFs generated from these programs.

Suggestions to Meet Deadlines:

 Place files (layout, fonts, images, etc.) into a folder and 
use a file compression utility such as Stuffit (Mac) or 
WinZip (PC) to compress the folder.

 Include all support files, i.e., tiff and EPS graphics, 
fonts, text files, etc. Each photo and art should be 
built to printer’s quality specifications of 300 dpi at 
100% of size used before making final file. 

 Include all fonts — screen fonts, printer fonts, and 
fonts included within EPS graphics. Or, create 
outlines of fonts.

 Remove Spot, RGB, Pantone or Trumatch colors and 
convert to the CMYK colorspace.

 Submit final layouts at 100% for quality control.

 Indicate all special instructions on the printouts or 
within your PO.

 Avoid special characters in file names, e.g., slashes, 
apostrophes, quotes, question marks, etc.

INCLUDE ADVERTISER’S NAME IN SUBJECT HEADING.

FULL PAGE* B2-PAGE SPREAD*

1/2-PAGE SPREAD

A

C

SIZE :

2.125”w x 10”h

L IVE  AREA EACH PAGE:

7”w x 10”h

TRIM S IZE :

16”w x 10.75”h

BLEED S IZE :

16.25”w x 11”h

SIZE :

15”w x 4.875”h

TRIM S IZE :

16”w x 5.25”h

BLEED S IZE :

16.25”w x 5.5”h
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MECHANICAL POLICIES & DIGITAL SPECIFICATIONS

INTERNATIONAL BOWLING CAMPUS  n  621 SIX FLAGS DR. ARLINGTON, TX 76011 
BOWLERSJOURNAL.COM  n  800-514-BOWL (2695) 

BOWLERS JOURNAL MARKETPLACE
MECHANICAL POLICIES & DIGITAL SPECIFICATIONS

ALL PUBLICATIONS
MECHANICAL PROBLEMS

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT A COLOR  
PROOF ACCOMPANY COLOR MATERIAL.

Publisher assumes no responsibility for color if 
Matchprints are not furnished.

A laser printout is required for ads. Faxed printouts for 
emailed or posted ads are acceptable.

Publisher reserves the right to reject any advertisement 
which is not in keeping with the publication’s standards.

In the event of late materials for a scheduled ad, publisher 
reserves the right to run the company’s previous ad. 

Publisher reserves the right to re-size, rebuild or otherwise 
reproduce any ad that is not to size, or that does not 
meet specifications. Ads created or corrected by Bowlers 
Journal are subject to applicable production charges at 
the publisher’s current rates: $125 per hour. Two-hour 
($250) minimum. These charges are non-commissionable.

DIGITAL SPECIFICATIONS
We accept files from all major Mac and PC creative 
applications, including: Quark, Adobe Illustrator, 
Photoshop and InDesign. We also accept PDFx1-a print-
ready PDFs generated from these programs.

Suggestions to Meet Deadlines:

n Place files (layout, fonts, images, etc.) into a folder and 
use a file compression utility such as Stuffit (Mac) or 
WinZip (PC) to compress the folder.

n Include all support files, i.e., tiff and EPS graphics, 
fonts, text files, etc. Each photo and art should be built 
to printer’s quality specifications of 300 dpi at 100% of 
size used before making final file. 

n Include all fonts — screen fonts, printer fonts, and 
fonts included within EPS graphics. Or, create outlines 
of fonts.

n Remove Spot, RGB, Pantone or Trumatch colors and 
convert to the CMYK colorspace.

n Submit final layouts at 100% for quality control.

n Indicate all special instructions on the printouts or 

within your PO.

n Avoid special characters in file names, e.g., slashes, 

apostrophes, quotes, question marks, etc.

DESIGN SERVICES
Marketplace ads can be created for a fee. 

Colors - Black, Red, Gray, Blue, Green - or brand related

Type - Helvetica, DIN, or brand related font -  if provided.

Hourly rates apply.

INCLUDE ADVERTISER’S NAME IN SUBJECT HEADING.

Ad Size B - $300

SIZE :
3.4206”w x 2.1639”h

Ad Size C - $225
SIZE :

2.2065”w x 2.1216”h

Ad Size A - $375
SIZE :

3.4206”w x 3.3954”h

Ad Size D - $750
SIZE :

7.1039”w x 4.5393”h

Ad Size E - $500
SIZE :

3.4286”w x 4.5266”h

NOTE: These are all 1x 
pricing, No bulk discounts.

INTERNATIONAL BOWLING CAMPUS  n  621 SIX FLAGS DR. ARLINGTON, TX 76011 
BARB@BPAA.COM  n  (312) 285-5525 

BOWLERS JOURNAL MARKETPLACE
MECHANICAL POLICIES & DIGITAL SPECIFICATIONS

MARKETPLACE
MECHANICAL POLICIES

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT A COLOR  
PROOF ACCOMPANY COLOR MATERIAL.

Publisher assumes no responsibility for color if 
Matchprints are not furnished.

2) A laser printout is suggested for marketplace ad 
submissions.

Publisher reserves the right to reject any advertisement 
which is not in keeping with the publication’s standards.

In the event of late materials for a scheduled ad, publisher 
reserves the right to run the company’s previous ad. 

Publisher reserves the right to re-size, rebuild or otherwise 
reproduce any ad that is not to size, or that does not 
meet specifications. Ads created or corrected by Bowlers 
Journal are subject to applicable production charges at 
the publisher’s current rates: $125 per hour. Two-hour 
($250) minimum. These charges are non-commissionable.

DIGITAL SPECIFICATIONS
We accept files from all major Mac and PC creative 
applications, including: Quark, Adobe Illustrator, 
Photoshop and InDesign. We also accept PDFx1-a print-
ready PDFs generated from these programs.

Suggestions to Meet Deadlines:

n Place files (layout, fonts, images, etc.) into a folder and 
use a file compression utility such as Stuffit (Mac) or 
WinZip (PC) to compress the folder.

n Include all support files, i.e., tiff and EPS graphics, 
fonts, text files, etc. Each photo and art should be built 
to printer’s quality specifications of 300 dpi at 100% of 
size used before making final file. 

n Include all fonts — screen fonts, printer fonts, and 
fonts included within EPS graphics. Or, create outlines 
of fonts.

n Colors will be converted to CMYK colorspace.

n Submit final layouts at 100% for quality control.

n Indicate all special instructions on the printouts or 

within your PO.

n Avoid special characters in file names, e.g., slashes, 

apostrophes, quotes, question marks, etc.

DESIGN SERVICES
Marketplace ads can be created for a fee. 

Hourly rates apply.

DEADLINES
Space: Confirm space option by the 5th of the month prior 
to publication.

Materials: Must be received by the 10th of the month prior 
to publication.

INCLUDE ADVERTISER’S NAME IN SUBJECT HEADING.

A

B

C

D

E

A
Half Horizontal
(7”w x 4.875”h)
$750 per issue

B
Standard Quarter 
(3.375”w x 4.875”h)
$500 per issue

C
Medium Box
(3.375”w by 3.375”h)
$375 per issue

D
Business Card
(3.375”w x 2.25”h)
$275 per issue

E
Small Box
(2.25”w x 2.25”h)
$175 per issue

NOTE: These are all 1x 
pricing, No bulk discounts.

INCLUDE ADVERTISER’S NAME IN SUBJECT HEADING.INTERNATIONAL BOWLING CAMPUS  n  621 SIX FLAGS DR. ARLINGTON, TX 76011 
BARB@BPAA.COM  n  (312) 285-5525 
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MARKETPLACE
MECHANICAL POLICIES

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT A COLOR  
PROOF ACCOMPANY COLOR MATERIAL.

Publisher assumes no responsibility for color if 
Matchprints are not furnished.

2) A laser printout is suggested for marketplace ad 
submissions.

Publisher reserves the right to reject any advertisement 
which is not in keeping with the publication’s standards.

In the event of late materials for a scheduled ad, publisher 
reserves the right to run the company’s previous ad. 

Publisher reserves the right to re-size, rebuild or otherwise 
reproduce any ad that is not to size, or that does not 
meet specifications. Ads created or corrected by Bowlers 
Journal are subject to applicable production charges at 
the publisher’s current rates: $125 per hour. Two-hour 
($250) minimum. These charges are non-commissionable.

DIGITAL SPECIFICATIONS
We accept files from all major Mac and PC creative 
applications, including: Quark, Adobe Illustrator, 
Photoshop and InDesign. We also accept PDFx1-a print-
ready PDFs generated from these programs.

Suggestions to Meet Deadlines:

n Place files (layout, fonts, images, etc.) into a folder and 
use a file compression utility such as Stuffit (Mac) or 
WinZip (PC) to compress the folder.

n Include all support files, i.e., tiff and EPS graphics, 
fonts, text files, etc. Each photo and art should be built 
to printer’s quality specifications of 300 dpi at 100% of 
size used before making final file. 

n Include all fonts — screen fonts, printer fonts, and 
fonts included within EPS graphics. Or, create outlines 
of fonts.

n Colors will be converted to CMYK colorspace.

n Submit final layouts at 100% for quality control.

n Indicate all special instructions on the printouts or 

within your PO.

n Avoid special characters in file names, e.g., slashes, 

apostrophes, quotes, question marks, etc.

DESIGN SERVICES
Marketplace ads can be created for a fee. 

Hourly rates apply.

DEADLINES
Space: Confirm space option by the 5th of the month prior 
to publication.

Materials: Must be received by the 10th of the month prior 
to publication.

INCLUDE ADVERTISER’S NAME IN SUBJECT HEADING.

A

B

C

D

E

A
Half Horizontal
(7”w x 4.875”h)
$750 per issue

B
Standard Quarter 
(3.375”w x 4.875”h)
$500 per issue

C
Medium Box
(3.375”w by 3.375”h)
$375 per issue

D
Business Card
(3.375”w x 2.25”h)
$275 per issue

E
Small Box
(2.25”w x 2.25”h)
$175 per issue

NOTE: These are all 1x 
pricing, No bulk discounts.
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